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● Pahari paintings, meaning paintings 
from the hills, come from the 
mountainous regions of northern India 
once known as the Punjab Hills but 
which now form the present day states 
of Jammu and Kashmir, Himachal 
Pradesh and Uttarakhand. They include 
some of the most brilliant as well as the 
most lyrically beautiful of all Indian 
painting styles.

● Pahari paintings are basically 
decorative oriental art. There are 
certain stylistic differences between 
different sub schools of pahari paintings
.

● The style was also known as 
“PahariQualam” or Pahari school of 
painting.



● The miniature paintings were done on 
handmade paper made of bamboo, 
cotton and locally available materials. 

● These are popularly known as Sialkoti 
paper.After the lines are drawn on the 
paper, itis given a coat of white colour. 

● The surface of the paper is polishes by 
rubbing a smooth stone on it . the 
painters also used stencils to reproduce 
more copies of the paintings. 



● The artist of Pahari paintings had a 
similar and consistent style. They all 
followed uniform methods and their 
techniques were simple and 
indigeneous. 

● The sheets of handmade paper were 
joined together to get the desired 
thickness. 

● The outline were drawn in light reddish 
brown or grey-black colors and then a 
very thin transparent coating was 
applied on the sketches .

● Finally on white coating the colors were 
filled.

● The colors used in the miniature were 
derived from minerals, vegetable 
stones, etc. 



FOREGROUND ORIENTED 

● Pahari Paintings except in certain cases 
are mainly foreground oriented. 

● The principal figures are placed more or 
less in foreground of the composition 
except in some court scenes and even 
then the setting is different.

SPACE DIVISION 

● There is differences in the division 
space too, and the horizon is often in 
a curve line in Pahari Paintings, when it 
is depicted. This is due to a 
phenomenon in reality. 

● If you look at the horizon flanked by hills 
from the valley, the horizon does look 
curved.  



● The desire to fill as many details as 
possible in the miniature format left the 
factor of suggestively un explored in 
Pahari schools of art.

● Colours plays an important role in 
composition, and the arrangement of 
contrasting colours is important in the 
layout of Pahari Paintings.

● The painting are in opaque tempera 
technique, so colours flowing into 
another creating a merging effects that 
we find in water colours is not found 
here. 
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BASOHLI PAINTINGS

● The Basohli town in Himachal Pradesh 
is known for Basohli Paintings

● This town has created wonderful Devi 
series, magnificent series of the 
manifestations of the Supreme 
Goddess.

● It is also known for the magnificent 
depiction of the Rasamanjari text.

● Geometrical patterns, bright colors and 
lustrous enamel depict Basohli 
paintings.



GARHWAL PAINTINGS

● Garhwal Paintings started in Himachal 
Pradesh

● It was initially dominated by the Mughal 
style

● Later, it began reflecting the simpler 
version of Kangra traditions.



BILASPUR PAINTINGS

● Bilaspur town is located in Himachal 
Pradesh.

● This town has witnessed the growth of 
the Pahari paintings around the 
mid-17th century.

● Apart from the artworks of the 
Bhagavata Purana, Ramayana and 
Ragamala sequence, painters also made 
paintings on coverlets for sacraments 
and rituals.



NURPUR PAINTINGS

● Nurpur paintings are found in Himachal 
Pradesh

● Nurpur paintings generally employ bright 
colors and flat backgrounds.

● Later periods, the dazzling colors were 
substituted by subdued ones.
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Introduction and history
Kangra painting is the pictorial art of 
Kangra, named after Kangra, Himachal 
Pradesh, a former princely state, which 
patronized the art, covering the style that 
was patronized by Rajput rulers between the 
17th and 19th centuries.
In the middle of the 18th century A.D. when 
the plains of Northern India were convulsed 
by the invasion of Nadir Shah (1739), 
followed by the incursions of Ahmad Shah 
Abdah, Raja Govardhan Chand of Haripur 
Guler gave asylum to refugee artists trained 
in the Mughal Style of paninting. In the 
inspiring environment of the Punjab 
Himalayas with their beautiful green hills,, 
the Mughal style with its sensitive 
naturalism blossomed into the Kangra style. 
instead of painting flattering portraits of 
their masters and hunting scenes, the 
artists adopted themes from the love poetry 
of Jayadeva Bihari and Keshav Das who 
wrote ecstatically of the love of Radha and 
Krishna. Thus, developed a school of 
painting with new spirit, whose artistic 
works are suffused with romantic love and 
bhakti mysticism.



Material
Kangra art is essentially an art of the line. This imaging delicacy and fineness of the line was 
achieved by the use of fine brushes made from the hair of squirrels.
The Kangra painters used colors made of vegetable and mineral extracts. They employed cool 
and fresh colors.The Kangra painters made use of pure colors like yellow ,red and blue and 
these have retained the brilliance, even after two hundred years.



Themes

● Painting depicts ideas and values which guided life in society, sentiments and passions 
pictured in the language of brush and color

● They depict Puranic tales and stories from Ramayana and Mahabharata in minute 
detail,stories of Nala and Damayanti, and those from Keshavdas’s Baramasa.



Themes
● Sensitive depiction of literary works RasikPriya, Sat Sai and Rasmanjari, GeetGovinda and 

other works refer to the awareness of people.
● The episodes are most eloquent, colours most vibrant, brilliant and soft. The brush is 

tender. Nature sublime. Animal & birds find place wherever necessary.

 



Themes
Amorous plays of Radha and Krishna symbolising soul’s devotion to God. Krishna subjects, 
known commonly as Krishna-lila predominate, life of the young Krishna, against the Brindavan 
forest or river Yamuna. 
 



Themes
The Sat Sai depictions of the legendary lovers, on the other hand, were set against an 
architectural background with walls, balconies and windows.
 



Features
One striking feature of the ancient Indian Kangra paintings is the verdant greenery it depicts. 
The style is naturalistic, and great attention is paid to detail. The foliage depicted is vast and 
varied. This is made noticeable by using multiple shades of green. The Kangra paintings feature 
flowering plants and creepers, leafless trees, rivulets and brooks. 



Features
The Kangra artists adopted various shades of the primary colors and used delicate and fresher 
hues. For instance, they used a light pink on the upper hills to indicate distance.



Features
Kangra paintings depict the feminine charm in a very graceful manner. Facial features are soft 
and refined. The female figures are exceptionally beautiful.



Features
Later Kangra paintings also depicted nocturnal scenes, and storms and lightning. The paintings 
were often large and had complex compositions of many figures and elaborate landscapes. 
Towns and house clusters were often depicted in the distance.



Spatial Features
The paintings also depicted spaces which were interacting with the nature and often had use of 
different materials shown. As we can see in the above two paintings, the king and the queen are 
enjoying the picturesque view of nature from their courtyard which has lake and flowers.
The space was used for leisure activities and also for informal meetings.



Spatial Features
The painting on the left shows the function of window, where Lord Krishna is seen with a Gopi 
in the window and other village women are watching them. The space becomes a mean of 
visual interaction.
The other painting shows the use of a common courtyard like area, in between the houses 
where women are doing leisure activities, it becomes a congregation space.
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(KURMA THE TORTOISE - INCARNATION OF VISHNU) 



TWO BY THREE RECTANGLES AND CIRCULAR DIVISION 

● In ancient India, sacred literature and poetry was always composed, down to the level of the 
syllable, with particular mathematical rhythms which produce certain feelings.

● The overall painting (within the frame) is composed a two-by-three rectangle. Two-by-three is 
a musical ratio.

● Painting shows two-by-three rectangle. Notice how it is also the ratio around the two 
intersecting circles of the Hindu Mandorla ("almond", known in the West as the Vesica Piscis, 
"bladder of the fish"). It is a symbol of the polarity of creation and is the basis of geometric 
construction.

● Thus, it's symbolically appropriate for the theme of this painting, the back-and-forth churning 
of the cosmic ocean to create ambosia.

● The two-by-three grid overlaid upon the painting. Notice how the top of Vishnu's crown is 
two-thirds of the way up the painting, at the top of the lower circle, reinforcing the musical 
"perfect fifth". 

● The lowest part of the upper circle shows the rope as a chord of the circle.



(KURMA THE TORTOISE - INCARNATION OF VISHNU) 



(KURMA THE TORTOISE - INCARNATION OF VISHNU) 



(KURMA THE TORTOISE - INCARNATION OF VISHNU) 



(KURMA THE TORTOISE - INCARNATION OF VISHNU) 

It's always geometrically possible to divide any Golden Rectangle or square into smaller Golden 
Rectangles and squares. But it's impossible to know the degree of geometric detail to which the 
designer of this painting took it. One analysis (below) seems to indicate that each of the central 
elements of the tortoise, shaft, rope, lotus and Vishnu was carefully proportioned to maintain the 
coherent balance provided by Golden Mean geometry.



GOLDEN RECTANGLE THEORY 

● What about the inner green and blue rectangles representing the land and ocean? Their 
interface isn't clearly indicated by the two-by-three grid or its simple divisions. 

● But the marvel of these designs is found in the ways that this simple, rational, two-by-three grid 
is further subdivided.

● The secret here is to extend the top two squares to become two Golden Rectangles. Below, 
left, we see the simple development of the square into Golden Rectangle. A red "diagonal" from 
the middle of the left side to an opposite corner swings an arc downward, giving us the yellow 
rectangle, a Golden Rectangle. 

● The whole is also a Golden Rectangle. The second illustration shows this construction applied 
to both squares at the top of the two-by-three grid. 

● Now we clearly see that the painting's top green area is framed as two side-by-side Golden 
Rectangles. The narrow horizontal rectangle below each yellow rectangle, but above the lowest 
squares, is equal to two small squares plus a smaller Golden Rectangle, or a square plus 
horizontal Golden Rectangle. 

● The third illustration overlays this geometry onto the painting. In the final illustration we see the 
remaining rectangle framing the blue ocean. This scheme is the essential geometric armature 
on which a number of paintings in this series were composed, although with clever and 
beautiful variations. From here we can look further into its geometric composition.



(VISHNU IN HIS INCARNATION AS THE FISH MATSYA SAVING A DEVOTEE) 

● The painting showing Vishnu in his 
incarnation as the fish Matsya saving a 
devotee. 

● The geometry is essentially identical 
with that of the previous painting, with 
two Golden Rectangles over another 
rectangle. 



(KRISHNA PLAYING FLUTE FOR HIS LOVE SITA). 

● Vishnu in his 19th incarnation as 
Krishna playing the flute for his love 
Sita. 

● It, too, is framed in a musical 
two-by-three rectangle grid. Notice how 
its very simplest diagonals emphasize 
their hearing: the blue diagonal joins 
Krishna's and Sita's ears, while the 
yellow and red diagonals cross the blue 
line precisely at each of their ears. In 
fact, Krishna's ear is at the exact center 
of the entire painting. 
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● One striking feature of Kangra paintings is the verdant greenery it depicts. The style is 
naturalistic, and great attention is paid to detail. The foliage depicted is vast and varied. This 
is made noticeable by using multiple shades of green. The Kangra paintings feature 
flowering plants and creepers, leafless trees, rivulets, and brooks.

● The Kangra artists adopted various shades of the primary colors and used delicate and fresher 
hues. For instance, they used a light pink on the upper hills to indicate distance.

● Kangra paintings depict the feminine charm in a very graceful manner. Facial features are soft 
and refined. The female figures are exceptionally beautiful.

● Later Kangra paintings also depicted nocturnal scenes, and storms, and lightning. The 
paintings were often large and had complex compositions of many figures and elaborate 
landscapes. Towns and house clusters were often depicted in the distance.

● The Kangra painters used colors made of vegetable and mineral extracts. They employed 
cool and fresh colors. Kangra paintings are known for the lyrical blending of form and color.
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Nayika paintings



The south wind cool itself in the snow of the Himalayas- 1730 A.D., Basohli



A painting by Nainsukh



● Baramasa paintings- Paush 



● Baramasa paintings 

Kartik Chaitra Margashirsh



● Baramasa paintings 

Shravan Magha



● Basohli painting with forest as background 



Mughal painting Pahari painting 



In Raagmala series the trees 
are more stylized.

The trees with large and decorating leaves are a 
distinctive feature of the Bilaspur style 
landscape painting.  
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Krishna is shown seated in a window overlooking 
an open verandah. Radha has averted her face 
and is looking at Krishna. On the sides are sakhis 
talking to each other. Theme: secrecy of love in 
crowded hall.
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King Yudhishthira sits within a sacrificial 
enclosure facing the three Brahmins who are 
performing the sacrifice by adding offerings 
to the sacred fire. Behind the Brahmins 
stands the white horse that will be duly 
sacrificed. Yudhishthira is supported by his 
four brothers – Arjuna, Bhima, Nakula and 
Sahadeva – and their common wife 
Draupadi. The composition has a 
geometrical simplicity of construction and is 
perfectly balanced, the plain bright colours of 
the participants’ clothes standing out against 
the brown background. Streaks of white and 
blue at the top indicate the sky. Yudhishthira, 
Draupadi and the Brahmins are seated on a 
small platform under the framework of a 
pandal adorned with sacred leaves and white 
pennants, one of which obtrudes into the 
upper margin. The page comes from the 
large series known as the ‘Small’ Guler 
Bhagavata Purana series. Archer (1973, vol. 
1, p. 51) 



The story of King Satyavrata occurs in the last 
canto of Book 8 of the Bhagavata Purana, and 
tells how Vishnu was first incarnated to save 
the earth. The pious king of the Dravida 
country, Satyavrata, intent on performing 
penance by the sea shore and subsisting only 
on water, inadvertently caught a tiny fish. 
Unwilling to harm it, he kept it in a container, 
but day after day the fish grew bigger and 
bigger and the king ran out of containers that 
could hold it. Recognising that the fish must be 
a powerful god, he worshipped it as Vishnu, 
who then revealed to him that he was indeed 
Vishnu and that he had come to save him from 
the upcoming mighty flood that would cover 
the earth when Brahma was asleep. 
Satyavrata became Manu, the first man, and 
when the flood came he gathered up the 
seven sages and examples of all living things 
and took them into the boat that miraculously 
appeared. Vishnu appeared again as a great 
fish and using the snake Vasuki as a towing 
rope, towed the boat through the night of 
Brahma until that god awoke again and 
resumed his creation duties



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PBYu2oOh2T0
https://www.francescagalloway.com/usr/documents/exhibitions/list_of_works_url/27/seitz-online.pd
f
https://issuu.com/radhika24/docs/pahari_20painting
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qu-kzWkvgrw
https://www.hisour.com/kangra-painting-36916/
https://hpkangra.nic.in/gallery/kangra-paintings/
http://www.india-crafts.com/articles/kangra-paintings.html

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PBYu2oOh2T0
https://www.francescagalloway.com/usr/documents/exhibitions/list_of_works_url/27/seitz-online.pdf
https://www.francescagalloway.com/usr/documents/exhibitions/list_of_works_url/27/seitz-online.pdf
https://issuu.com/radhika24/docs/pahari_20painting
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qu-kzWkvgrw
https://www.hisour.com/kangra-painting-36916/
https://hpkangra.nic.in/gallery/kangra-paintings/



